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GLOBEWEST COLLECTIONS 2019 | VOLUME #02  

March 19 2019 | Design-focused Australian furniture brand GlobeWest presents Collections 2019 

Volume #02. Seven entirely new collections and 200+ new styles and colours to supplement its’ 

diverse range.  

 

The concept of calm design led the development of the Volume 02 capsule given our ongoing quest 

for harmony, health and happiness in the home.   

 

“The ongoing influence of nature is undeniable with muted earthy tones, raw finishes and 

handcrafted elements featuring strongly. Comfort is everything with rounded forms and ultra-

cushioning creating a personal cocoon within our homes, while an eclectic mix of modern and 

retrospective silhouettes and colours create a sense of familiarity.” Says Keti Lytras, GlobeWest 

Design Manager.  

 

“Totemic silhouettes in brushed metal work in unison with leather upholstery, whilst tweed makes a 

contemporary resurgence. Fine, arched and balanced framing feed our need to simplify and 

declutter.” Explains Keti.  

 

NEW TABLES & CASE GOODS COLLECTIONS 

New collection Sonny’s entertainment unit, buffet and bedsides feature solid oak plantation shutter 

detailing and low profiling, creating coastal ambience and evoking relaxation.  

Exuding sophistication, Austin combines classic elegance with country style, featuring timeless inset 

panel detailing.   

Textural terrazzo and architectural features form new collection Brigette. With arch framing 

grounded by handcrafted white or black terrazzo tops, this table collection inspires fluidity and 

balance.  

The handcrafted hammered brass finish of Aurelia celebrates imperfection combining metal tapered 

legs with classic glass table tops.  

Totemic brushed gold and gunmetal tables with raised lips have been introduced into the popular 

Elle Collection. 

NEW UPHOLSTERY COLLECTIONS  

Revel in ultra-comfort with Orlando. This new sofa range invites you to sink back into double 

pillowed seating in stunning natural colourways.  

In a playful twist, Sinclair will add a pop of colour to any space, featuring rounded voluminous 

daybeds in salmon or green mist while the new Sinclair curve and Sinclair square sofas offer cosy 

versatility in neutral tones of seaweed and old navy tweed.  

 

Other highlights within new upholstery include Dahlia barstools and chairs with structural features 

and an Art Deco charm in peacock velvet or natural white tweed, Frankie occasional chairs in cream 

rose, mist and navy velvet that exude classic glamour, whilst desert-inspired terracotta, olive & light 

tan leathers have been introduced to our Humphrey range. 
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NEW HOMEWARES 

New rug collection Adele offers sophisticated appeal, combining a glamorous sheen finish with 

tassels and subtle geometric patterns, igniting visual interest in ochre, midnight, turquoise and 

burgundy colourways. 

New ottomans with theatrical fringing (Kennedy) and angular and curvaceous shapes (Juno) have 

been added with colours drawn from nature in sunflower yellow, green leaf and ember.  

NEW OUTDOOR 

Indoor and outdoor spaces seamlessly combine with the introduction of soft-to-the-touch fabrics in 

UV resistant aqua, smoke and sky upholstery.  

New Pier sofas evoke poolside indulgence, featuring woven detailing and angular forms; while 

textural grey and blue tweed fabrications add a fresh new look to the Montego collection.  

Splashes of muted colour have been added into the Lagoon range, now featuring khaki, mustard 

and terracotta powdercoating across sunbeds, bar carts, coffee tables and sofas. 

- Ends   - 

 

GlobeWest Collections 2019 | Volume #02 Includes  

7 New Collections and 200+ New Products 

 

View the highlight Video: https://www.globewest.com.au/collections-2019-vol-02-video 

globewest.com.au/browse/collections:  Explore GlobeWest’s complete collection of over 900 styles.  

GlobeWest’s Collections 2019 speaks to all interior and design needs. Distinctive pieces created 

and curated to inspire Australians and the beautiful spaces that surround them. 

GlobeWest is available via boutique retailers and design professionals nationally. 

Interviews: Available on request with GlobeWest’s Co-founder, Stephen Mendel, Design 

Manager, Keti Lytras and Designer Vanessa Chidgey. 

 

Images:  

To enquire about imagery, please contact Id Collective.  

New imagery will be regularly added to https://www.pressloft.com/app/press-office/globewest  

throughout the year.  

The following brand new photographs are now available for download.  

Media Enquiries:  

iD Collective  

Renata Kopinski 

renatak@idcollective.com.au  

(03) 8554 4888  

 

Showrooms  

Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, 

Auckland  

Website: globewest.com.au 

Instagram: @globewest 

Facebook: /globewestfurniture 
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